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$1 Coin To Cut Debt?

Posted by Tim Shoemaker on 08/12/10 10:22AM
Last updated 08/12/10 11:14 AM

[Newer Ron Paul on Freedom Watch] [Older Senate Could Pass Border Bill During Recess]

The Government Accountability Office seems to think so, estimating the government could save over $500 million/year by using the dollar coin
exclusively, "since it's more durable than the dollar bill and offers the Mint a big profit on every one it makes."

The government has been pushing dollar coins since they designed the Sacagawea coin a decade ago. The coins have failed to catch on

with the public despite originally spending $67 million on an advertising campaign promoting the coins.

A coalition has formed around the new Presidential $1 coin series called the "Coalition for $1 Coin" (a flyer from one organization promoting
the coin can be found here).

Could this lead to a transition toward sound money? It's a jump to go from coins meant to look like gold, to coins that actually contain gold or
silver, but perhaps, just maybe, this change in perception (of coins as value) could be a first step toward people accepting coins as currency
again. What are your thoughts? Would you support the government scrapping the dollar bill in exchange for the dollar coin?
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I live in Canada where both our Canadian $1 and Canadian $2 are coins.
My view is that unless the coin/dollar equal the value that they can
purchase, you are no closer to sound money.

Our Canadian $1 coin weighs 7g and consists of 91.5% Ni and 8.5%
Bronze (88% Cu, 12% Sn). Clearly the components of the dollar coin
don't equal the $1 value that they are able to purchase. So, although it is
likely that a coin is going to be more valuable than a paper dollar, they
both have along way to go before they reach the value that they can

shaun61
purchase.

Edmonton, Canada
Personally, I don't see an issue with changing from paper bills to coins, as
it does save the government money because of the durability of coins.
But don't confuse coins with sound money, the only thing they have in
common with the sound money of old, is that they are coins (minus the
gold and silver).

Posted 08/12/10 11:06AM

I completely agree Shaun. In America though, it would be a giant leap to
start using coins on a regular basis. Most Americans stick their current
"change" (quarters, dimes, nickels, pennies)in a jar until they get enough

Tim Shoemaker
to trade in for bills, rarely is it used for transactions.

Mechanics burg, PA

Peronally, I get enraged when I learn my tax dollars are being spent on
an ad campaign. We' re forced" to use their damn money anyway, so

print or mint whatever you want.

I think changing the outside of the money is just a cheap distraction from

kweetliberty
the fact that the value of the money is worth less and less. Like we' re all

San Rafael, CA supposed to go, "Sure, it takes six of these to buy a single paperclip, but
aren't they cool-looking?"

Posted 08/12/10 11:19AM
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Isn't it a sign that the currency is so debased that even the cost of the
paper and ink to print a one dollar bill (that wears out faster than a coin)
is becoming perilously close to $1?

Mark Thomas
Willis, VA

Posted 08/12/10 11:36AM

Try putting some actual precious metals in those coins, then listen to that
giant WHOOOOOOSH as they all get sucked into Gresham IRA's!! (which
may resemble old mayo jars).

non-U.S., Bahamas

its neat.
Posted 08/12/10 11:48AM

But from a restaurant and retail aspect, imagine how they are going to
keep all their "ones" in the drawer. Its going to have to force a redesign
for cash registers if it goes and completely replaces the paper money.

Al Langhans

Elizabethville, PA IF all money was coins that would be different. As I see more people
would use their debit cards and keep the hard money in the bank.

Isn't this what the banks want anyway, make it impossible to carry it
around with you so you will use your bank card only, pretty soon the only
thing in use is your bank card. Now who controls your money? And while
we are at it we are going to put this stamp on your forehead and scan it
for your convenience, we will even give you a line of credit so you can

Posted 08/12/1012:09 PM f ever be indebted to us.

Awesome sign me up so I will loose any control of my own destiny
entirely.

Willij4lib

Everett, WA In the end when the money is bogus it will be bogus in any form and we
will be left with a bunk bank card and a line of credit so slavery will
continue inevitably and man we have been sleeping this long why wake
up now?

Peeted D8/1 2/1D t:43 PM
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I think Ron Paul is on point for determining what sound money should be
in the future, when he talks about legalizing competing currencies. No
one person can determine what should be used as a currency, only the
market can determine what that will be.

shaun61

Edmonton, Canada

Its interesting and funny but completely misses the point. They can save
$500 million, ok thats good but its not whats causing our problems. I am a
cashier and people have no problem using them as a form of payment,
but if give these coins back in their change, customers will give you a

Posted 08/12/102:52 PM very dirty look if not call over your manager so they an get paper money.

Metallic coins can be inflated and debased just like paper money. People
don't like the $1 face value, maybe if they had a higher face value people
would use them more, but our problems won't be solved until the FED,

StevenB fractional reserve banking and legal tender laws are done away with
Dorchester, MA

Ron Paul should make a bill thats says the governent won't tax your
income if your payed in silver or gold coins and attach it some random bill
to be voted on so it would pass, then see how fast people would use
silver and gold coins.

Posted 08/12/10 7:25 PM

This is a better idea tha outsoucing the printing of dollar bills or minting of
coins to a slave wage factory in China — but it will do nothing to get us
back to sound money.

Scott from PA

Hopwood, PA

Posted 08/12/10 7:43 PM
Only Gold And Silver Is Authorized As Real legal Tender..Nothing Else Will
Do..

We The People Must Hammer That Point Home Until They Give In And
earlthepearl1111 Do Wha t The Constitution Authorizes..

San Jose, CA

Posted 08/12/1 0 11:33 PM

I'm more excited about bitcoin, but I did like the 1 and 2 dollar coins when
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I was in Canada.

frankleedg

Sunbury, PA

I' ve never understood why they always try to mint coins in the lowest
Pos ted 08/1 4/1 0 07:02 AM

Which is more convenient? Carrying around twenty $1.00 coins, or one
$20.00 coin?

Break your chains

Byron, GA Why not mint the coins for larger denominations? I bet people would use
them, then.

This is a good idea and a good place to start. Not a popular opinion so
Posted 08/14/10 8:13 PM far but hear me out. The issuing authority of all coins is the Treasury and

NOT the Fed as stated in 31 USC 5111. This is the very definition of
lawful money. They don't say "Federal Reserve Tokens" on them do

they? Even if they are intrinsically worthless they are created at cost
without interest and serve the same purpose...a far cry from sound

AubreyTed money still but a step in the right direction in my opinion. After all the
very definition of a Federal Reserve Bank is one that holds the notes on
deposit...got any in your wallet?

Posted 08/1 5/1 0 07:12 AM

Why the US keeps minting coins people hate and won't use:

http: //www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-10783019
benhertz

Brandon, SD
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"Educate and inform the whole mass of the people... They are the only sure reliance for the preservation of our liberty.

— Thomas Jefferson
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